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Incidents Occurring in or Near the City of Belle Meade 

March 8th, 2021 to March 14th, 2021 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
 

03-09-2021 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of Forsythe Pl   We took a report for a Theft of a Motor 

          Vehicle.  A landscaping truck was stolen 

          from a job site by a day worker. 

           

03-10-2021 Traffic Stop  Harding Rd & Belle Meade Blvd  We stopped a vehicle for speeding.  The  

          driver stated that he was being chased by 

          another vehicle.  The second vehicle  

          arrived at the stop and stated that the 

          driver of the first vehicle stole a sign 

          from his front yard on Davidson Rd. 

          He also stated that the driver tossed the  

          sign at the corner of Jackson Blvd and  

          Belle Meade Blvd.  One of the officers 

          recovered the sign and the second driver 

          prosecuted the first driver with a  

          misdemeanor citation for Theft of 

          Property.  The first driver confessed that 

          he had taken the sign.  The first driver 

          was also issued a ticket for speeding. 

   

03-10-2021 Officer Investigation 4700 Block of Harding Rd   We took a call of a possible suicidal person. 

          after talking to the subject we had no reason 

          to hold him and he left with his parents. 

 

 

03-10-2021 Suspicious Person Harding Road    We received a call of a person laying down 

          in the street.  He was spotted walking west 

          on Harding Rd. out of the city.  He was later 

          reported to be throwing rocks at cars on  

          West Tyne Blvd. and Nichol Lane.  There 

          was no prosecution and he was transported 

          to the mission by an officer from D shift. 

 

03-10-2021 Assist Citizen  100 Block of Bellevue Dr South  Metro called and asked us to do a welfare 

          check.  The subject was asleep after having 

          her second Covid shot. 

 

03-12-2021 Traffic Stop  4700 Block of Harding Road  We arrested a driver for his 2nd DUI, Move 

          Over Law, Assaulting an Officer, Resisting  

          Arrest, and Open Container. He passed a  

          patrol unit that was on a traffic stop on  

          Harding Rd doing 64 mph in a 40 mph zone. 

          He pushed and spit on an officer and had to 

          be restrained twice. 

 

 

 



 

 

03-13-2021 Traffic Stop  Belle Meade Blvd & Iroquois Ave  We arrested a driver for DUI.  The driver 

          had snorted a drug and driving south in the 

          north bound lanes on Belle Meade Blvd 

          almost striking a Metro Nashville Police 

          Officer head on.  The driver was also  

          arrested for Implied Consent. 

 

03-13-2021 Traffic Stop  Harding Rd & Page Rd   We arrested another driver for DUI.  She 

          was speeding with no lights on. 

 

03-14-2021 Suspicious Person Lynwood Blvd & Tyne Blvd  We received a call about a subject on a  

          motorized bike.  The subject was gone on 

          our arrival. 

 

03-14-2021 Traffic Stop  Belle Meade Blvd & Malone  We arrested a driver for DUI, Implied  

          Consent, and Possession of a handgun while 

          Under the Influence.  He was speeding on 

          Belle Meade Blvd. 

 

 

 

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


